
 
 
 

 
6th Youth Parliament Pakistan 2014 

 
Orders of the Day 

for the meeting of the Youth Parliament Pakistan to be held on 
Monday January 19, 2015 at 14:30 Hrs 

 
1: Recitation from the Holy Quran   
 
2: Panel of Presiding Chairpersons 
 
3:   Leave Applications of Members of Youth Parliament  
 

CALLING ATTENTION NOTICE 
 
4: Mr. Moazzam Habib (YP38-PUNJAB19), Chairperson Youth Parliament 

Standing Committee on National Security, requests on behalf of committee members 
that the House may stand in silence for the APS attack victims for a minute. 

 
5:  Mr. Ali Raza (YP23-PUNJAB04) would like to call the attention of Honorable 

Youth Prime Minister towards the poor security conditions of educational 
institutions. The extended holidays and unrest among the students and parents is 
resulting in their educational and mental suffering. 

 
6: Ms. Mizghan Mehboob Kirmani (YP54-SINDH07) would like to draw the 

attention of the Honourable Youth Minister for National Security, Mr. Jahanzeb 
Baloch (YP05-BALOCHISTAN03) and the Honourable Chairperson Youth 
Parliament Standing Committee on National Security, Mr. Mozzaam Habib 
(YP38-PUNJAB19), on the recent Peshawar APS terrorist- attack .The Government 
should pay a quick attention to the over-deteriorating security conditions in Pakistan. 
Effective measures should be ensured. 

 
RESOLUTIONS 

 
7: Mr. Ali Shan Khan (YP13-KP01), 

Mr. Syed Muhammad Modassar Shahid (YP60-SINDH13) and  
Mr. Darya Khan Pahore (YP51-SINDH04) would like to move the following 
resolution:  
 
This House is of the opinion that all the elements within us including (Politicians; 
Journalist; Civil Servants; Judicial Servant; the Religious Leaders; Army; Intelligence 
Agencies etc) who have /had a soft corner for these militants in the past; should now 
disown them and stop supporting and now help the Army and Government in 
eradicating this menace. 
 

8: Mr. Ehtisham Ul Haq (YP15-KP03), 
Ms. Amina Sheikh (YP24-PUNJAB05), 
Mr. Moazzam Habib (YP38-PUNJAB19) would like to move the following 
resolution: 
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“This House is of the opinion that due to current terrorism scenario of Pakistan., the 
judicial process is also affected. Judges, lawyers and Witnesses are under serious 
threat from militants and the accused. This is a big hindrance to deliver justice 
Government of Pakistan should take protective measure for smooth functioning of 
judicial process to introduce audio judiciary system and without signatory process for 
trial of militant and dangerous accused”. 

 
9: Ms. Mashal Mushtaq (YP36-PUNJAB17) and 

Ms. Rahy Farooq (YP11-ICT01) would like to move the following resolution: 
 

“This house is of the idea that reporting by the media on Peshawar attack has been 
indecent and against the fundamental human rights. Horrible background music and 
asking silly questions from the traumatized children on hospital beds for the sake of 
story reporting is a psychological setback. Media should play responsible and such 
sort of reporting needs to be strictly discouraged in future.” 
 

10: Mr. Syed Tassawur Kazmi (YP10-GB02), 
Ms. Shazia Batool Hazara (YP06-BALOCHISTAN04) and 
Mr. Javed Ali Manwa (YP09-GB01) would like to move the following resolution: 

 
“This house expresses its deep concern over the ongoing sectarian violence and sect 
based Target Killings in different parts of Pakistan, particularly in Quetta, Gilgit 
Baltistan, Parachinar and Karachi. Government of Pakistan and the Law 
enforcement agencies should take solid and concrete measures to stop sectarian 
violence and religious extremism. We also demand targeted operations against 
extremist forces and the leaders of banned outfits (who are re-organizing themself 
with new names) in the country.” 
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